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5 of 5 review helpful More of his letters to Angelica Church would also have been nice By Suzanna C Nemeth 
Considering there are 27 volumes of Hamilton writings at Columbia University I can understand that it would be 
difficult to decide what to include The book is 1100 pages as it is including The Reynolds Pamphlet and almost all of 
The Federalist essays However I wish they could have included the Funeral Address Alexander Hamilton the subject 
of Lin Manuel Miranda s smash hit Broadway musical comes to life in his own words in this critically acclaimed 
collection which also includes conflicting eyewitness accounts of the duel with Aaron Burr that led to his death One of 
the most vivid influential and controversial figures of the founding of America Hamilton was an unusually prolific and 
vigorous writer As a military aide to George Washington critic of the Articles of Con From Publishers Weekly 
Whether lamenting the paucity of power in revolutionary era Congress or asking a friend to find him a wife in 
Carolina founding father Alexander Hamilton was earnest passionate and articulate In Hamilton Writings Joanne B 
Freeman Af 
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